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With the advancement of full scale 3d printing technology, industrialized building construction is rapidly moving towards a highly process-idiomatic and expressionist architecture of material sausages. Drawing connections between local vernacular (ancient modern) earth construction techniques and automated additive manufacturing strategies, this paper explores the potential for 3d printed architecture across the Americas, dissecting the technology’s ecological advantages and architectural possibilities in the process.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING: OVERVIEW AND POTENTIAL
The advance of open-source desktop 3d printers such as the RepRap (Replicating Rapid-prototyper), conceived as a self-replicating and small-scale home manufacturing device, has fostered a rapid revolution and evolution of additive manufacturing. In architecture, rapid prototyping has since become an important tool for translating complex digital geometries into small physical models. Despite limitations in speed, resolution, and copyright, as well as difficulties with the development of adequate material mixtures, full scale 3d printing at the building and component scale has recently become an ubiquitous research topic in architecture schools and for building industry across the globe. The technology offers advantages over other industrialized techniques such as standard precast concrete fabrication by allowing for formal variability and geometric flexibility. In Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing Hod Lipson and Melba Kurman outline the multiple opportunities and potential paradigm shifts of the technology including multi-material printing and material design, ease of digital-physical translations, affinity towards mass customization, non-assembly of components in integrated systems, or the ability to manufacture locally on site. Those advantages will likely ensure that additive manufacturing processes become further ingrained in the design and making of architecture.

In 2016, Dubai has recognized the possibilities and importance of 3d printing for the development of its building sector and devised an agenda with the goal to 3d print 25 percent of its buildings by the year of 2030. In the currently unfolding transformation from the Third Industrial Revolution to the Forth, 3d printing will become a key technology which allows for a much stronger hybridization of the physical and digital realms. The possibilities seem endless; we are currently merely scratching the surface of the possible.

MATERIAL ECOLOGY: CONCRETE SAUSAGES AND BEYOND
3d printing is sausage architecture. During the 3d printing process, material is extruded through a nozzle, forming linear distributions of matter. Material sausages are stacked in layers by either a three-axis gantry system or a multi-axis robotic arm (as well as combinations of the two). The material assemblies have to be self-adhering, self-supporting, and fast-curing. Before printing can occur, digital geometries are translated into G-code which determines the tool path of the machine. This rather simple machine process yields the potential for extraordinarily complex parts and geometries.

While rapid prototyping is primarily based on printing with plastics such as PLA and ABS, full scale printing at the building scale focuses on concrete as the main structural material. With the help of superplasticisers and retarders, concrete can be engineered to become printable. It is potentially extrudable, self-supporting, self-adhesive, and workable, it has a long enough open time to be processed as well as sufficient compressive strength for building applications. It is the current default material for the development of full scale 3d printing.
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protocols. However, there are considerable disadvantages for the use of concrete as a construction material. Concrete has various negative effects on global climate, local environments, and ecosystems. Its production process is very high in energy and considerably contributes to global CO2 emissions, water pollution, as well as sand shortage. Yet, concrete is fast, cheap, and easily operates at an industrial scale. It has become the default modern material for architecture and urbanism across the globe.

In 3d printing, the ubiquitous-ness of concrete is paradoxically one of its potential ecological advantages. As a resource that can be found anywhere on earth - even in the most remote places - it can be re-used as aggregate for 3d printing material mixtures, drastically improving its ecological footprint. In additive manufacturing, old concrete can be recycled and reused to form environmentally sensible sausages. Various research projects such as the TU Eindhoven 3d Print Research Initiative are developing strategies to increase concrete recycling rates to up to 70%. Besides the recycling of locally available old concrete structures, 3d printers can print with other readily available local material: soil, clay, local gravel as aggregate, or recycled plastic. All those materials have a very low ecological footprint and can be adapted to become printable. There is an opportunity to move beyond new, un-recycled concrete as a default material for full scale additive manufacturing. Moving forward, research has to progress beyond concrete sausages.

HYPER-LOCAL MANUFACTURING: RETHINKING THE SCALE, SCOPE, AND “OPERATIVE ECOSYSTEM” OF THE FACTORY

The potential for local manufacturing is one of the tremendous advantages of 3d printing. Gantry systems and robotic arms are transportable and can be deployed directly to the building site. The factory can adapt to its local context by using readily available soil based materials to print buildings. Compared to precast construction as well as other building techniques this approach has multiple advantages. Transportation of materials can be highly reduced in this process. It is no longer required to move large quantities of physical mass from the site of the factory to the site of construction. Breaking down massive conglomerations of industry and moving towards distributed manufacturing has ecological as well as social repercussions. As the technology is increasingly open-sourced and decreased in scale and cost, more individuals can become owners of advanced fabrication facilities. Substituting even only one third of current precast concrete construction techniques for advanced and distributed soil or recycled concrete construction would have vast ecological and social impacts.

Local additive manufacturing strategies have also been researched by NASA with the conclusion that the technology is the most likely scenario to construct extraterrestrial habitats. It reduces transportation cost and works in remote areas. The economic ecology of extraterrestrial space projects dictates using the most efficient construction method. The fundamental principles of this NASA ecology and resourcefulness with a focus on the use of local resources apply to our planet as well.
BUILDING WITH EARTH IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND MOST WIDELY USED CONSTRUCTION METHODS. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT UP TO THREE BILLION PEOPLE LIVE IN STRUCTURES MADE FROM EARTHEN MATERIALS. 11 THIS FIGURE INCLUDES ADobe BRICK AND OTHER TYPES OF COMMON SOIL CONSTRUCTION METHODS.

SOILS ARE DECOMPOSED ROCKS WITH DIFFERING GRAIN SIZES OF GRAVEL, SAND, SILT, AND CLAY. DISTINCT PROPORTIONS OF THESE BASIC ELEMENTS MIXED WITH BIOLOGICAL DEPOSITS RESULT IN A WIDE ARRAY OF SOIL TYPES. ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR EARTHEN HOUSES AND RESIDENCES IS OFTEN RARE. DUE TO NATURAL EROSION WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE, FEW ANCIENT STRUCTURES AT THE RESIDENTIAL SCALE CAN BE FOUND TODAY.

YET, DESPITE A SHORTAGE OF ABUNDANT EVIDENCE, IT CAN BE ASSUMED THAT BUILDING WITH EARTH HAS A LONG TRADITION AND HISTORY IN BOTH NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA BECAUSE BUILDABLE SOIL AS A NATURAL RESOURCE IS READILY AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE CONTINENT. DESERT SOIL, LATERITE (TROPICAL RED EARTH), AND MOUNTAIN SOIL WHICH ARE ALL HIGHLY PREVALENT IN SOUTH AMERICA AND THE SOUTHWEST OF NORTH AMERICA ARE WELL SUITED FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION. LATERITES ARE PROMINENT IN AMAZONIA, BRAZIL, COLUMBIA, AND THE NORTH COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA. WHERE BLACK EARTH IS PREVALENT IN AFRICA, ARGENTINA, AND THE WESTERN HALF OF SOUTH INDIA, IT IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES. WATTLE AND DAUB CONSTRUCTION IS OFTEN APPLIED WHERE TIMBER AND WOOD ARE ACCESSIBLE IN ADDITION TO SUITABLE TYPES OF SOIL. DESERT SOILS WITH HIGHER SAND RATIOS ARE PREVALENT IN THE NORTH AMERICAN SOUTH-WEST. THEY CAN BE MIXED WITH WATER AND STABILIZED WITH LIME AND BITUMEN TO PRODUCE ADobe BRICKS. 12

ACROSS THE AMERICAS, A WIDE RANGE OF EARTH CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES EMERGED IN AREAS WITH SOIL THAT IS SUITABLE FOR CONSTRUCTION. BASED ON THE UNIQUE PROPERTIES OF LOCAL SOIL TYPES, DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED IN DIFFERENT AREAS. THIS PAPER EXAMINES THE TYPES OF METHODS WHICH ARE MOST SIMILAR TO CURRENT 3D PRINTING PROCESSES IN ORDER TO FOSTER A PRODUCTIVE EXCHANGE BETWEEN NEW AND ANCIENT BUILDING TECHNOLOGY. RESEARCHED TECHNIQUES INCLUDE PUDDLED ADobe, RAMMED EARTH, SUPERADOBE, AND WATTLE AND DAUB CONSTRUCTION. THERE ARE CONSIDERABLE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE ANCIENT METHODS AND CURRENT ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. BASED ON A SIMILAR LOGIC OF STRUCTURE AND MATERIAL DEPOSITION, THE MAIN DIFFERENCE IS THAT CURRENT PROCESSES ARE HIGHLY AUTOMATED AND MATERIALS ARE ENGINEERED MORE PRECISELY WITH VARIOUS ADDITIVES. EARTH CONSTRUCTION IS MOVING TOWARDS AUTOMATED PROCESSES WHICH GIVES ARCHITECTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO REIMAGINE HOW TO BUILD WITH SOIL IN THE FUTURE AND LEARN FROM THE CRAFT OF PAST ARCHITECTURES.

PUDDLED ADobe

PUDDLED ADobe CONSTRUCTION IS THE PROCESS IN WHICH WET LOAM - A FERTILE MIXTURE OF SAND, SILT, AND CLAY THAT CONTAINS SOME HUMUS - IS USED IN BUILDING APPLICATIONS WITHOUT FURTHER REFINEMENT. IN THIS MANUAL PROCESS, BUILDERS APPLY LAYER UPON LAYER OF WET LOAM TO ERECT A STRUCTURE. THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRES NO TOOLS AND THERE IS NO ADDITIONAL REINFORCEMENT IN MOST STRUCTURES. PUDDLED ADobe PRECEDENTS CAN BE FOUND IN AFRICA, ASIA, EUROPE, AND THE AMERICAS. SMALL BUILDINGS ARE BETTER SUIT ED FOR THIS TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION BECAUSE THE SHRINKAGE OF THE MATERIAL IN THE DRYING PROCESS OFTEN CAUSES CRACKS IN LARGE HOUSES, LEADING TO STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS AND TIME-CONSUMING REPAIRS. IN BUILDINGS WHERE WET LOAM IS USED AS THE ONLY MATERIAL FOR CONSTRUCTION, STRUCTURES HAVE TO BE SELF-SUPPORTING, RESULTING IN ROUND FLOOR PLANS AND DOME SHAPED ROOFS. 13 THIS CAN BE OBSERVED AT HUAPCOA, AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE IN THE NORTHERN MEXICAN STATE OF CHIHUAHUA. 14

ONE OF THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF PUDDLED ADobe CONSTRUCTION IS THAT THE MATERIAL CAN BE FORMED INTO ANY SHAPE WITH VERY LITTLE EFFORT. WET EARTH ALLOWS FOR EASY SHAPING OF FLOOR PLANS AS WELL AS INTEGRATION OF SEATING ELEMENTS AND OTHER TYPES OF FURNITURE (NICHES, FIREPLACES, ETC.). PUDDLED ADobe IS OFTEN MISTAKEN AS MOLDED BRICK ARCHITECTURE BECAUSE THE DRYING PROCESS PRODUCES CRACKING PATTERNS REMINISCENT OF BRICK

![Figure 3: Large scale puddled adobe architecture: West wall of the Casa Grande ca. 1880 | Photographer unknown](image-url)
Figure 4: Diagram comparing common earth building techniques with current 3D printing processes: Puddled adobe and single line printing (1) & (2), rammed Earth and formwork 3D printing (3) & (4), superadobe and soil printing (5) & (6), wattle-daub and mesh printing (7) & (8) | Drawings by the authors
RAMMED EARTH
Rammed Earth is a building technique which uses formwork in order produce structural walls with much higher compressive strength than puddled adobe. Archeological evidence suggest that rammed earth construction dates back to as far as 5000 BCE. In the building process, wet soil is deposited into wooden formwork and then compressed manually with ramming tools. Wet layers are up to five inches thick and get compacted significantly based on the type of soil used. The formwork is either held apart by connecting spacers or bracketed on the exterior of the wall. This approach is very similar to current cast-in-place concrete construction techniques and has multiple benefits: walls are stronger, are less prone to erosion, and there is considerably less shrinkage. Similar to puddled adobe, rammed earth creates its own layered architectural expression and tectonics. It has become a popular revived construction technique in recent years due to its various environmental advantages, benefits for interior climatic conditions, as well as its characteristic aesthetics.

The ruins of Chan Chan (900 - 1470 CE), the largest city in Pre-Columbian America, bear evidence of the importance of rammed earth construction in South America. Located in the northern Peruvian region of La Libertad and decorated with elaborate ornamentation, the city is built entirely from earth, its massive walls having resisted erosion for centuries. The sophisticated structures for the ruling royal class are highly intricate pieces of architecture that expose the spatial and cultural potential of earth building.

In current 3d printing processes, formwork still plays an important structural role as the machine does not print the structure itself but essentially constructs its formwork. Walls are built in a step-by-step process: first, the outer layers of the wall are printed either as a single line print boundary or with additional cross connections for stability reasons. In a second step the wall is later infilled with additional concrete and steel reinforcement. This process is very similar to today’s precast concrete element fabrication, except that the formwork can vary from one print to the next, allowing for a large range of mass-customized building components. Formwork-based 3d printing has been developed by Behrokh Khoshnevis at USC and is also used by companies such as WinSun in China.

EARTHBAG AND SUPERADOBE
Superadobe or earth bag construction is a method of building derived from the construction logic of temporary military architectures in which bags filled with sand or soil are used to erect shelters or bunkers for protection. Superadobe is a patented low-tech economical residential building method which was relatively recently developed/refined by architect Nader Khalili of the California Institute of Earth Art and Architecture.

In this technique, fabric bags are filled with soil and then stacked upon each other to form walls. In order to ensure that layers are stable, strands of barbed wire are placed in between the layers which also gives additional structural stability in earthquakes. To create a roof, successive layers corbel inward as they rise, forming a dome in the process. The soil mixtures used in earth bag construction vary based on context, however, almost all soil types can be used for this method of building. For this reason, as well as its economic advantages, superadobe has been used in the construction of semi-temporary emergency shelters and disaster relief projects worldwide.

Different in methodology but identical in material, projects like the WASP Delta Printer explore materials similar to superadobe structures. 3d printing allow the possibility of precision soil building without the use of fabric containers. Using a large scale Delta printer with a print bed of 12x12x12 meters, it is possible to build full scale structures in one print.

WATTLE AND DAUB
In wattle and daub construction, wet loam and earth are mixed with straw or other types of fibers and in-filled in skeleton structures made of woven wood sticks or branches. It is an ancient vernacular construction technique widely used in the Brazilian Amazon as well as other parts of the world. It is believed that wattle and daub construction predates all other earth building techniques. In the simple process, earth, wood, and straw are collected in the immediate surroundings of the building site. Then a lattice of wood is erected, often with stronger polls at the edges of the building. After the wooden framework is constructed, the earth and clay are prepared by mixing with water until the desired consistency is achieved. In a final step, the mixture is applied to the wooden framework and smoothed out by hand or with a spatula. Like all earthen structures, the walls can be painted in order to increase waterproofing and reduce maintenance.

In northeast Brazil, earth, chalk, lime and gravel are used as raw materials for wattle and daub construction in small scale residential buildings. Here, the special soil mixture does not require the use of additional fibrous components in its execution. Advantages of wattle and daub construction are the use of readily available local materials as well as relative simplicity of building process. It is a fast and easy method to fill in large structures such as the German Fachwerkhaus.

Similar strategies to wattle and daub construction have recently also emerged in 3d Printing. The project Mesh Mould by Gramazio Kohler from ETH Zurich utilizes a large scale robotic arm to print variable mesh scaffoldings that get infilled with a shotcrete type cement. Branch Technology from Tennessee has developed a similar process for industrialized building construction. Both methods use ABS or PLA based filament print heads to build intricate scaffolding structures that vary in density which in turn changes the structure’s ability to hold concrete. Architecturally, the automated method yields lots of potential but has yet to be explored beyond the component scale.

ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS: FORM AND MATERIAL DESIGN INTELLIGENCE
Architectural and disciplinary implications of a paradigm shift towards additive manufacturing are vast. In ground-up layered
processes, structural considerations dictate certain formal strategies. A 3d printer cannot print just anything, it has to follow specific rules in order to successfully erect a structure. Those rules change based on scale and the material used in printing.

Additive manufacturing has its very own and highly idiosyncratic architectural tectonics. While there are constraints, there are also massive opportunities. A recent project called Additive Architectural Elements by HANNAH explores architectural opportunities of 3d printing. The investigation aims to develop architectural strategies for use in current industrial scale 3d printing processes - the assumption being that the technology will eventually evolve to include multi-material printing, non-layered printing, or printing on site among others. However, rather than focusing on the technical development of 3d printing technology, this project operates consciously within the status-quo, researching a paradigm-shift that has already occurred but never fully and consequentially been explored architecturally.

In a 3d printed structure, all common architectural motifs and building components have to be re-thought to fit the logic of layered construction. For example, a concrete printer cannot print in midair, therefore, printing a rectilinear window opening becomes an insurmountable task. Rather than changing the process (stopping the machine to insert a beam), we believe that shortcomings become opportunities for design: as the printer is able to incrementally cantilever, a logical consequence is for the window to become a triangular corbelled arch. Seemingly advanced technology suddenly connects to obsolete and archaic architectural strategies. Other investigated elements utilize a manipulation of printing direction (printing upside-down or printing in section) in order to overcome printing deficiencies, g-code manipulation for smart material deposit, or manipulations of geometries for structural reasons related to the fabrication process. The 3d printer - a machine which has long been characterized as characterless due to having little to no constraints - begins to reveal its own and highly idiosyncratic architectural tectonics and narratives.

A PRINTING-ECOLOGY: ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING ACROSS THE AMERICAS

There are various advantages to printing with local earth, soil and recycled concrete. Buildings are sourced and situated within their context and can take full advantage of the method’s diverse ecological and environmental benefits such as cheap construction, CO2 neutral material acquisition, reduced transportation, and the creation of new distributed economic models based on localized industry. In recent building experiments, soil has been mixed and hybridized with concrete to further improve its material properties,
making it more durable and meeting the needs of today’s building codes.

Based on a rich variety of vernacular earth construction precedents across the Americas, we believe that there are real opportunities for marrying ancient knowledge with modern technology. The need to move towards a thorough exploration of industrialized building processes is a result of the rapid increase for housing and other building types globally. Automation is a key factor to contribute to pressing architectural and urban questions regarding globalization. It allows for mass-customization and can help to overcome the modern paradigm of self-similar and repetitive mass production which poses a particular problem in urbanism and is a result of the limits of the fabrication technology. Additive manufacturing is a new building technology that has to question current assumptions regarding history, precedent, material usage, ecology, and environment. The re-definition of a building process is a unique opportunity to have an impact on global anthropogenic mechanisms.

There is a vast future potential to re-visit a shared successful history of soil construction across the Americas and marry it with automated construction processes in light of new technological developments. It is part of the nature of doing architecture that we all ask ourselves - 3D printed or not - what is today’s Casa Grande (translated here as The Great House)? What is the house that is able to take into account global ecological and environmental concerns, questions current economic models and modes of production, creates comfortable living conditions, is affordable, flexible, expands architectural narratives, creates remarkable spaces for habitation, and pushes the boundaries of the discipline? This paper argues that it might well be a soon to be constructed 3d printed piece of architecture.

ENDNOTES

9. In 2016, a studio led by Sasa Zivkovic at Cornell University constructed a large scale open source 3d printer called Daedalus. Costing roughly $7000, its blueprints will soon be made available on an open source platform on the Cornell AAP website: http://aap.cornell.edu/